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Aviation Products Liability Policy Wording  

Each Occurrence and Annual Aggregate for Third Party Legal Liability General Liability Extensions 

Aircraft Manufacturers and their sub-contractors,  

Aircraft Parts Distributors and Air Service providers on full retention

(Horizontal) and on Quota share placement depending on the size

and/or exposure of the Insured

Up to $150 million

All 50 states, including the District of Columbia and Puerto Rico

Aviation Product Overview

At AXA, we enable our clients to live better lives by protecting their business. Our team of US Aviation

insurance experts provide solutions that encourage businesses to face US risks head on. 

Additional General Liability Extensions offered as needed—including Premises, Personal, Advertisers, HKLL

(Hangar Keepers Legal Liability), Medical, Fire Legal, etc.  

Coverage Enhancements such as Non-Occurrence/Partial Grounding, Product recall, etc. as needed

Coverage Details

Empowering customers to grow their businesses in the United States with peace of mind 
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Aviation

    Target Classes

We provide coverage for a broad range of industries. Some industry sectors of

focus include (but are not limited to): 

AXA US Aviation Product Overview

Disclaimer: This communication is for preliminary informational or educational purposes only and is not intended to be a solicitation for the purchase of insurance on any US risk. The exact

coverage afforded by the products described herein is subject to and governed by the terms and conditions of each policy issued. This information may not be used in conjunction with or to modify

any policy that might be issued. The issuing company is AXA Insurance Company, NY, NY, licensed in all states. AXA Insurance Company is an indirect wholly-owned U.S. subsidiary of AXA S.A., a

French holding company for a group of international insurance companies. 

For more information, visit axa-ic.com or please contact:  

Example 1:  

A distributor of flight amenities was implicated by the

airline as having caused injury to a passenger while on

board an international flight. The AIC policy responded

immediately by providing a claims adjuster and coverage

counsel in order to make the Insured whole and to

continue uninterrupted service to the airline.  

The US legal environment provides many situations where the mere implication of 
a claim can lead to major business disruption. Having an Aviation Products 

Liability policy provides security to our valued Insured.  

Monique Declide  

Marine & Aviation Manager  

Monique.Declide@axa-ic.com, +1 212-658-8750  
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Claims Examples

Example 2:  

A manufacturer of a non-flight critical part was named in a

lawsuit following a deadly crash of an aircraft in the North

West. The policy responded immediately to provide the

necessary legal defense removing our Insured from the list

of companies involved in the suit and they were able to

maintain their business operations.   
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